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Abstract

MuSR measurements in zero field were performed in ZrMn^ and ZrMn.2H3.2- The results confirm

the existence in the hydride of a sluggish, spin-glass type magnetic transition. The dependence on

temperature of the asymmetry of the muon désintégration shows that magnetic ordering begins to

take place around 180K, and suggests the existence of clusters of ordered Mn moments. Relaxation

effects attributed to fluctuations of clustered magnetic moments are observed in the range 100K-

190K.

Introduction

ZrMn,2 is an hexagonal C14 Laves-phase compound which behaves as a Pauli paramagnet. How-

ever, drastic effects of hydrogen absorption on the magnetic properties of this intermetallic alloy

have been reported [1-3]. Magnetization measurements on the hydrides ZrM^Hx with 2.4 < x <

3.6 reveal the existence of a magnetic transition at 145K. The observed magnetism is characteristic

of a weak ferromagnet or ferrimagnet with a very small moment of ~ 0.04 ^ B ( Z M ) " 1 at 4.2 K for

x ~ 3.6, and exhibits thermal effects characteristic of a cluster-glass like behaviour [1,3]. Later on,
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neutron diffraction studies in ZrMn^D^ have indicated the appearance at 175K of an antiferro-

magnetic arrangement of Mn moments along the (^, \) direction in the hexagonal plane [4], As

in isostructural ThMn-i, the magnetic ordering is likely to result from the competition between

ferro- and antiferromagnetic couplings of Mn atoms placed on a frustrated lattice [5]. However,

the underlying mechanism of this transition is not well understood.

In this communication are presented the results of Muon Spin relaxation (MuSr) measurements

performed in ZrMn^ and ZrMn^Hz.z.

Experimental

ZrM%2 was prepared by melting high purity (3N) elements in a HF induction furnace under

Argon atmosphere. The hydrogenated sample was obtained at room temperature under a 25 bars

hydrogen pressure in a stainless steel autoclave. Neutron diffraction experiments on deuterated

samples have confirmed that the C14 structure is retained after hydrogénation, with H(D) atoms

accomodated in 2Zr-2Mn tetrahedral interstices [6].

Muon spin relaxation (MuSR) measurements were performed in zero field between 3OK and

320K, using the pulsed muon source available at the ISIS facility of the Rutherford-Appelton

Laboratory. The muon beam came into the 35 mm diameter powder sample after crossing a mylar

foil. Details concerning the determination of the background signal and normalization coefficient

for detectors efficiencies are given elsewhere [7].

Results and Discussion

The results concerning ZrMuo and ZrMniHz.i are presented and discussed successively.

ZrMn2

Typical time-differential zero-field MuSR spectra measured in ZrMn2 are shown in figure 1.

Below 120K, the time-dependent asymmetry of the muon disintegration was satisfactorily fitted

to the expression A(t) = 0.195 G(t) + B, where the constant background component B was set at

0.03, and the depolarisation factor G(t) expressed as:

G(t) = G(0,t)e-^ + vdftG(ud,t' - t)e-^G(0,t')dt' (1)

This equation is derived in the "strong collision" approximation for Markoffian dipolar fluctua-

tions characterized by the "jump" frequency Ud. G(0,t) is the Kubo-Toyabe depolarization factor
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calculated for an isotropic Gaussian distribution of local fields [8]:

^ ) (2)

In ZrMn2, the width A of this distribution keep the constant value of 0.31(1) MHz between

3OK and 120K. This value is ~ 20% below the one calculated for the nuclear dipole field at 2Zr-2Mn

interstitial sites, neglecting the contribution of protons and considering a magnetic moment of 3.47

/*w for 5 5 M K nuclei. In the same temperature range, Ud is found to increase from 0.27 MHz to 0.8

MHz, as the result of muon diffusion. Above 120K, the time dependence of the asymmetry is no

more properly reproduced by equations (1) and (2) with A maintained at the value observed at

lower temperatures. The width of the local field distribution actually drops steadily from 0.31 MHz

at 120K to ~ 0.055 MHz at 320K. This unexpected behaviour was already observed in a previous

experiment on a sample of different origin and therefore should not be considered as an artefact.

Besides, careful magnetization and suceptibility measurements using a SQUID magnetometer have

confirmed the Pauli-type paramagnetic behaviour of this compound, with an effective magnetic

moment of ~ 1/JB per Mn atom. Therefore, any influence of electronic moments on the local field

at the muon site seems to be discarded. At this stage of the data analysis, the apparent variation

observed in the dipole field distribution at the muon site is not understood.

Examples of zero-field MuSR spectra measured in hydrided ZrMn2 are shown in figure 2. The

shape of the asymmetry function clearly differs from that observed in unhydrided ZrMn2- Below

190K, the experimental asymmetry can be properly fitted to the expression

A(t) = A(O) ( I + | ( 1 - ALt)e-^) e~xt (3)

The depolarization term within the brackets has been derived by KUBO [9] for a Lorentzian dis-

tribution of static local fields characterized by the width A/,. The exponential damping factor

accounts for relaxation effects resulting from temporal fluctuations in the local field. A constant

background component maintained at 0.035 was superimposed to equation (3) in the fitting pro-

cedure.

In the range 30K-90K, the depolarization of the muon is purely static with Af, = 0.260(10)

MHz. The Lorr.ntzian shape of the distribution of local fields suggests that 55Mn nuclear dipoles
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do not contribute predominantly to the local field which then originates mainly from Mn atomic

moments. Above 9OK, dynamical depolarization effects take place. A^, stays close to 0.26 MHz

up to 150K, and then decreases to zero at 190K. Above 160K, the asymmetry can be actually well

fitted to a pure exponential function. Let us note however that from 200K upwards the shape of

the spectra is best reproduced with the Gaussian-Markoffian model expressed by equations (1) and

(2).

A clear result which comes out from our data analysis is the dependence of the initial asym-

metry A(O) on temperature. As shown in figure 3, A(O) is steadily decreasing with temperature

between 190K and 100K , from ~ 0.190 down to ~ 0.06. Interestingly, this variation is exactly

opposite to that of the intensity of the (101) magnetic line of the neutron diffraction pattern mea-

sured by Didisheim and Fisher [4] in ZvMn-iDs. It can be safely assumed that the decrease of

the initial asymmetry reflects the onset of magnetic ordering as detected by neutron diffraction.

Actually, the fraction of muons occupying sites in the regions where the previously mentioned anti-

ferromagnetic arrangement of Mn moments exists depolarizes before the measurement is started -

i.e. in a time interval much shorter than 10~6s - and then is removed from the observation. MuSR

measurements show that magnetic ordering begins to take place near 180K, in agreement with

neutron diffraction data. Moreover, the slow decrease of A(O) over a broad temperature range of

~ 9OK confirms that the magnetic transition is sluggish, as indicated by magnetization and neu-

tron diffraction measurements. This increasing fraction of muons removed from the measurement

suggests the existence of magnetically ordered clusters , growing in number and/or size as temper-

ature decreases. Such a cluster-glass like behaviour of the magnetic phase is consistent with the

dependence on the thermal history of the sample observed in magnetization measurements [1,2].

Prelimim MuSR measurements have indicated a similar effect on the width of the Lorentzian

static field distribution experienced by the muon. The non-zero value of A(O) observed below 100K

is indicative that a significant fraction (~ 30%) of muons are localized in paramagnetic regions

which survive at low temperatures.

The temperature dependence of the dynamical depolarization rate A in the range 100K-160K

exhibits a maximum around 130K, which suggests that the system goes from a slow relaxation
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regime where A increases with the frequency v of the fluctuations below 130K to a fast relaxation

regime where A oc v~A above this temperature. Fluctuations of the local field can be caused by

both muon diffusion and magnetic cluster fluctuations in the temperature range considered. The

relaxation produced by the muon diffusion would be expected to be described by a model similar

to equtions (1) and (2) with a temperature independent Lorentzian distribution of static fields.

The previously mentioned decreasing behaviour of Aj^ above 150K suggests therefore that the

main contribution originates from cluster dynamics. This dynamics is expected to be a thermally

activated process with an energy barrier depending on the size of the clusters. As it is seen in figure

4, the Arrhenius plot of the relaxation rate A corresponds to quite different slopes on each side of

the maximum, the slope beeing much steeper on the high temperature side . Such a dissymmetric

plot can be explained by a rather broad distribution ( AEa/Ea ~ 20%)of the energy barrier around

a mean value Ea ~ O.leV, attributed to a dispersion in the cluster size. Assuming that A ~ v

in the slow fluctuation regime gives v ~ 105 Hz at 130K. This value seems to be reasonable for

fluctuations of clusters of several hundred of angtrôms. New MuSR experiments in both zero-field

and longitudinal applied magnetic field, at different hydrogen concentrations, could allow a better

understanding of the dynamics of this system. Such experiments will be carried out shortly.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 : Zero-field MuSR spectra measured in ZrMn2 at 3OK (upper) and 150K (lower). The

continuous lines represent the results of fitting the experimental asymmetry to eq. (1) and (2).

Fig. 2 : Zero-field Musr spectra measured in ZrMniH$.2 at 4OK (upper), 160K (middle) and

230K (lower). The continuous lines are the results of fitting the experimental data to eq. (3) for

the spectra recorded at 4OK and 160K, and to eq. (1-2) for the spectrum recorded at 230K.

Fjg. 3 : Temperature dependence of the asymmetry of the /J,+ disintegration in ZTMTIIE^.I. The

dashed line represent the variation of the intensity of the (101) magnetic reflection detected by

neutron diffraction [4].

Fig 4 : Arrhenius plot of the dynamical depolarization rate of the positive muon in the magnetic

phase of
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